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Throughout this paper D denotes an integral domain with identity. If K is 
the quotient field of D then an overring of D is a subring of K containing D. We 
use the notation tr. d.(J[Xl/D[Xl) to d enote the transcendence degree of the 
quotient field of J[Xj over the quotient field of D[Xg and we refer to the tran- 
scendence degree of J[[XI over D[X]. The results of this paper derive from 
consideration of the following question. Is either J[[Xg C (DIXq)o* (where 
D* = D - (0}) or tr. d.(J[X]/D[m) = cc ? This question is motivated by the 
results of Gilmer [3] and Sheldon [8]. Gilmer [3] gives necessary and sufficient 
conditions for D[X] and K[X] to have the same quotient field; specifically, he 
proves that the following three conditions are equivalent. 
(1) For each sequence {LZ~}~=~ of nonzero elements of D, no!, # (0). 
(2) Km = PUmlb* . 
(3) D[lX] and KijX’j have the same quotient $eZd. 
Sheldon [8, Theorem 3.81 observes that Gilmer’s result generalizes to the 
case in which K is replaced by a quotient overring D, of D; that is, the following 
conditions are equivalent. 
(1) For each sequence {si}& of elements from the multiplicative system S, 
nL (4 f (0). 
(2) 4&Q C V’U-VIb* . 
(3) D[X’j and DJXj have the same quotient field. 
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The primary result obtained by Sheldon [8, Theorem 2.11 is that 
tr.d.(D[X/aj/D[Xj) = co for each a in D* such that nzCP=, (an) = (0). As an 
immediate consequence, we see that if J = D[l/a], then either tr.d.(J[Xll/D[Xll) 
= co or J[Xr! C (OILYI),* . Thus, we are led to consideration of the following 
five conditions. 
(A) (1) For each sequence (&}& of elements of J there exists d in D* such 
that dfi E D for each positive integer i. 
(2) Jilxn _C (W-b~ 
(3) D[Xn and J[a have the same quotient field. 
(4) J[Xj is algebraic over D[a. 
(5) Tr4JUxllPU-Q < 03. 
Gilmer’s results in [3] show (via Sheldon’s observations in [8]) that (l)-(3) 
are equivalent if J is a quotient overring of D, while Sheldon’s results in [8] 
imply that (l)-(5) are equivalent for J = D[l/a], where a E D*. 
We begin Section 1 by stating the obvious implications among statements (l)- 
(5) and by giving a simple example to illustrate that (l)-( 5) are not equivalent 
in general; specifically we show that (4) ++ (3). The key result of this paper, 
Theorem 1.3, gives necessary conditions for (5) to hold. Using this result we 
show that (l)-(5) are equivalent in surprisingly many cases. For example, 
Theorem 1.6 shows that (l)-(5) are equivalent for any overring J of D provided 
D is root closed. (The domain D is root closed if [ E D for each 6 of K such that 
5” E D for some positive integer n.) Theorem 1 .I0 shows that if J = Ds is a 
quotient overring of D, then (l)-(5) are equivalent with no restrictions on D. 
In Example 1.2, which illustrates that (4) + (3) the domain D has character- 
istic p # 0 and the overring J has the property that (J[Xj)“” C (D[Xg)D* . (For 
convenience we are adopting the notation used for fields of characteristic p; 
thus, (JUm)““’ = {f p” j f E J&Q}. It is clear that (JUXI)‘” is a subring of J[X&) 
This leads us to a more general restatement of conditions (l)-(5). Throughout 
the paper we use p to denote the characteristic of D if D has nonzero character- 
istic, while p = 1 if D has characteristic zero. In Section 2 we consider the 
following conditions. 
(B) (a) For each sequence {&)E1 of elements of J, there exists a nonnegative 
integer n and an element d in D* such that d.$” E D for each positive integer i. 
(b) There exists a nonnegative integer n such that ( J[XJJ)P” _C (DIXl)DI . 
(c) There exists a nonnegative integer n such that (J[m)“” is contained in 
the quotient field of D[a. 
(d) J[XI is algebraic over D[Xl. 
(4 Tr.d.(JUXU/WQ) < ~0. 
We do not know whether, in general, conditions (a)-(e) are equivalent. Our 
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primary results in this direction are Theorems 2.4 and 2.5, which show that if K 
is countably generated over D, or if D is Noetherian, then (a)-(e) are equivalent. 
Since the proof of Theorem 1.3 is quite lengthy and extremely computational, 
we defer it until Section 3. In Section 4 we conclude with some examples. 
1. DOMAINS IN WHICH (l)-(5) ARE EQUIVALENT 
We begin this section by stating the obvious implications among statements 
(l)-(5) of (4. 
PROPOSITION 1.1. The following implications hold among the jive conditions 
given in (A): 
(1) ++ (2) - (3) - (4) - (5). 
Further, condition (1) implies that J is contained in the complete integral closure of D . 
Proof. Suppose that (1) holds and that 5 E J. Then there exists d in D* 
such that dt” ED for each positive integer n. Therefore, 6 is in the complete 
integral closure of D [4, Theorem 13.11. 
The answer to our original question-is either J[Xn C (D[X$D* or 
tr.d.( J[Xg/D[X]) = 03 ?-is easily seen to be no. The following example shows 
that in the statements of (A), (4) jt (3). We do not know, in general, whether 
(l)-(3) are equivalent or whether (4) and (5) are equivalent. 
EXAMPLE 1.2. An integral domain D and an overring J of D such that 
J[Xj is algebraic over D[Xj but does not have the same quotient field as Dia. 
Let J = Z,[(t,>~?l] where 2, denotes the field of integers modulo the prime 
p and where {ti}%& is a set of indeterminates over 2, . If D = Zp[{tiP, tf”}z~l] 
then J is an overring of D since ti = tf+‘/&P for each i. Further, if f~ J[Xl, 
then f p E D[Xg, so J[Xj is algebraic over D[X$ If d is any nonzero element 
in D (say d = h(t, ,..., t,J) then for each K > n it is clear that d”t, 6 D. It 
follows from [7, Proposition 2.51 that CFzl &Y-l is not in the quotient field 
of D[Xl. 
The remainder of this section will be devoted to determining conditions on 
D and on J in order that (l)-(5) of (A) b e e q uivalent. Our next result, Theorem 
1.3, gives necessary conditions for J[Xg to have finite transcendence degree over 
D[Xn. This is the key result of the paper since our principal theorems, Theorems 
1.6, 1.10, 2.4, and 2.5 essentially follow as corollaries to Theorem 1.3. In the 
statement of Theorem 1.3, p denotes the characteristic of D if D has nonzero 
characteristic; otherwise, p = 1. 
THEOREM 1.3. Let J be an overring of D and suppose that tr.d.( Jl[Xj/D[Xn) < 
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03. For each sequence (&}pC1 of elements of J there exists d in D* and nonnegative 
integers m and M such that for each i, dfy” is a polynomial in D[tfm,..., fTyl] with 
total degree not more than M in [y”,..., tTT1 . 
The proof of Theorem 1.3 is quite lengthy and computational, so we proceed 
with applications of the theorem and leave its proof until Section 3. 
LEMMA 1.4. For each positive integer k let h, denote the polynomial 1 + x + 
.‘. + xL--l. If J is an overring of D such that tr.d.( J[Xl]/D[Xl) < co, then for each 
sequence {ti}& of elements of J there exists d in D* and nonnegative integers m and 
M such that dhi(M)&P” E D for each i. 
Proof. Led d, m, and M be as in the statement of Theorem 1.3. Thus, dtf” 
is a polynomial in D[t’;“,..., tfyl] with total degree not more than M in [f”,..., 
[,p_“, . Clearly, dhl(M)[f” = dt:” E D. Suppose dhi(M)$” E D for each i < k and 
write d[l” = g([Fm,..., t,“_“,), where g has total degree at most M. Then 
dht(M)[cm = dMh*-l(M)(dtEm) = d”hh-l(M)g(S~?n,..., fly,) E D by assumption. 
LEMMA 1.5. Let J be an overring of D such that tr.d.( J[X~/D[X~) < CO. For 
each sequence {ti}gl of elements of J there exists d in D* and a sequence {ni}Tzl of 
positive integers such that (dti)lLz E D for each i. 
Proof. If {.$i},~zl is a sequence of elements of J, then by Lemma 1.4 there 
exists d1 in D* and nonnegative integers m and M such that d~~(“‘@(k)pm E D 
for each k. Thus, if k > M we have d~mh~‘k)[~mh@) = (dlflc)prnhk(lz) E D. If we 
choose d, in D* such that d,[, E D for 1 < k < M, then the Lemma follows 
with d := d,d, and nlc = plnh,(k). 
THEOREM 1.6. Let D be a root closed integral domain and let J be an overring 
of D. Then either J[Xl C (D[Xj),, or J[Xjj has injinite transcendence degree over 
DUxl. 
Proof. The theorem states, in other words, that conditions (l)-(5) of (A) are 
equivalent. This is an immediate consequence of Proposition 1.1 and Lemma 
1.5. 
A question which arises here is whether there exists a single element d in D* 
such that dJ[Xn C D[Xl. We note that this is not the case. In [3] Gilmer gives 
an example of a valuation ring ring V with quotient field K such that K[Xn = 
(ViJXjj& . (V has the property that its nonzero prime ideals, arranged in 
descending order, are paired with the ordinals preceding Q, the first uncountable 
ordinal.) There does not exist d in V* such that dK[a _C V[[Xj. 
The following result is an immediate consequence of Theorem 1.6 and Propo- 
sition 1.1. 
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COROLLARY 1.7. Let J be an overring of the root closed integral domain D. If 
tr.d.( J[a/D[[Xg) < 00 then J is contained in the complete integral closure of D. 
We note that the converse to Corollary 1.7 is false. For example, let I’ be a 
valuation domain with a countable descending chain P1 r) Pz r) ‘.. of nonzero 
prime ideals such that n:i Pi = (0); th us, V contains no minimal (nonzero) 
prime ideal. The complete integral closure for V is the quotient field K of V. 
But if xi E Pi - Pi+l , then nT=, (xi) = 0; therefore, there does not exist an 
element d in V* such that d( l/xi) E I’ f or each i. Certainly V is root closed, so by 
Theorem 1.6, tr.d.(flXjj/aXjj) = 00. 
Another consequence of Lemma 1.5 is the following result. 
PROPOSITION 1.8. Suppose that D and its integral closure D have the same 
complete integral closure. If J = D[[, ,..., &,I, where f1 ,..., 5, are in K, then condi- 
tions (l)-(5) of (A) are equivalent to the condition that each .$a is almost integral 
over D. 
Proof. Suppose that (5) holds; that is, assume that tr.d.(J[Xjj/D[Xn) < co. 
By Lemma 1.5 there exists, for each i, 1 < i < n, an element d in D* and a 
sequence {nk}& of positive integers such that (dfik)*a E D for each K. Therefore, 
dfik E D for each k and fi is almost integral over D. By assumption, then, & 
is almost integral over D. 
We may now assume that each Ei is almost integral over D and show that 
condition (1) of (A) is satisfied. If di in D* has the property that difik E D for 
each positive integer k, and if d = d1 ... d, , then dJC D, so (1) is clearly 
satisfied. The proposition now follows from Proposition 1.1. 
Sheldon has shown in [S, Theorem 3.41 that an integral domain D is completely 
integrally closed if and only if D[a and J[ia have different quotient fields for 
each proper overring J of D. Since a completely integrally closed domain is 
root closed, Sheldon’s theorem and Corollary 1.7 imply the following result. 
COROLLARY 1.9. An integral domain D is completely integrally closed if and 
only if J[Xg has injinite transcendence degree over D[a for each proper overring 
Jof D. 
We turn now to a second application of Theorem 1.3. We have observed 
in the Introduction that conditions (l)-(3) of (A) are equivalent if J is a quotient 
overring of D. Our next result shows that, in fact, conditions (l)-(5) are equi- 
valent in this case. 
THEOREM 1.10. Let D be an integral domain and let J = De be a quotient 
overring of D. Then either J[Xg Z (D[[m)t,* or J[m has infinite transcendence 
degree over D[Xj. 
Proof. Suppose that tr.d.(J[Xj/D[m) < co. It suffices to show that if 
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(s~}~=i is a sequence of elements of S, then there exists d in D* such 
that d(l/sJ E D for each i. Thus, let {si}& be such a sequence and for each 
positive integer Iz set ek = (l/s, *.. sk)yIc, where (~lc)& is a sequence of positive 
integers such that ylc > (K - 1) vlc-r for R > 1. It follows from Theorem 1.3 
that there exists dx in D* and positive integers n and N such that for each k 
4Elin = id51 ,...> &+r), whereg, has total degree not more than N in [r ,..., .& . 
Set d = s1 ... sN dI . Clearly d(l/s,) E D for 1 < k < N. Suppose that k > N. 
Then d(l/s,) = (sr ... sN)linvk (s,,,+r ,..., s,&~“B Q-l dIfkn = (sl ... sN) x 
spl(sl ‘. Sk-Jn”~g?c(& ,..., [,-,) E D since nv, > (k - 1) vk-r > NvB-i . 
2. DOMAINS IN WHICH (a)-(e) ARE EQUIVALENT 
As we seek to determine exactly when tr.d.(J[m/D[Xj) < co, an examina- 
tion of Example 1.2 naturally leads us to consider when conditions (a)-(e) of(B) 
are equivalent, for if (a)-(e) are always equivalent, then Example 1.2 is rather 
typical of examples in which (l)-(5) of (A) are not equivalent. In this paper we 
are unable to determine whether (a)-( e are equivalent, but the primary results ) 
of this section, Theorems 2.4 and 2.5, show that if K is countably generated over 
D, or if D is Noetherian, then (a)-( e are equivalent. As before, we begin by ) 
stating the more evident implications. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. The following implications hold among the jive conditions 
given in (B). 
(4 - (b) -+ (cl - (4 - (e>. 
Further, condition (a) implies that J is contained in the complete integral closure of D. 
Proof. The implications (a) t (b) + (c) -+ (d) + (e) are clear. We show that 
(a) - (b). If (b) fails to hold, then for each nonnegative integer n there exists 
g,(x) = C,“=, &Xi in flXI such that g,(X)P” is not in (D[q),* . Let {&}~~i 
be a sequence of elements of J which includes each tni , n, j > 0. Since (a) 
holds, there exists a nonnegative integer n and d in D* such that dcf” E D for 
each i. But then dg,(X’)p- E DI[X] contrary to our choice of g%(X). We conclude 
that (a) ----f (b). 
Now suppose that (a) holds and that .$ E J. We show that 5 is almost integral 
over D. Adapting the proof of Proposition 1.1, we see that there exists a non- 
negative integer n such that EP” is almost integral over D. Since the complete 
integral closure of D is root closed, it follows that 5 is almost integral over D. 
It is evident, by taking n = 0 in (B), that if conditions (l)-(5) of (A) are equi- 
valent, then so are conditions (a)-(e) of (B). The following result shows that in 
some instances the converse holds. 
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PROPOSITION 2.2. If J is an overring of D such that conditions (a)-(e) of (B) 
are equivalent, then the following holds. 
(i) If D has characteristic zero, then conditions (l)-(5) are equivalent. 
(ii) If J = D[f, ,..., fn], where E, ,..., & E K, then conditions (I )-(5) of (A) 
are equivalent to the condition that each Ei is almost integral over D. 
Proof. That (i) holds follows from the observation that if p = 1 then (a)-(e) 
are merely restatements of (l)-(5), and (ii) follows from Proposition 2.1 and the 
fact that (5) of (A) and (e) of(B) are the same statement. 
PROPOSITION 2.3. For each overring J of D, one of the following holds. 
(i) Tr.d.(J[a/D[Xj,l) = co. 
(ii) Condition (a) of (B) is satisfied. 
(iii) For each countable subset S of D* there exists a subset {Ei}& of J such 
that if d, m, and M are as in Theorem 1.3, then d divides no element of S. 
Proof. Suppose that neither (i) nor (ii) holds. Thus tr.d.( J[Xj/D[Xj) < co 
and there exists a subset {&}T?, of J such that if d is in D* and n is any non- 
negative integer, then d<rn $ D for some i. It follows from Lemma 1.5 that there 
exists din D* such that each d& is integral over D. Thus, replacing the sequence 
{&}Lr with the sequence {d&}& , we can assume, without loss of generality, that 
each ci is integral over D. Let S = {si}& . Our assumption on the set (ci}zl 
implies the existence of a smallest positive integer i1 such that sr&, = s,i$ 4 D. 
Set [r = I$, and suppose we have chosen a subsequence [, ,..., & of {&}~?r 
such that for each j, 1 <j < rz, we have s&‘~ 6 D[[,““,..., &] for 1 < r <j 
and 0 < t <j - 1. Assume that 5, = lin , let i,+1 be the smallest integer larger 
than i, such that s~<~~~, $ D[tf”,..., t,P”] for 1 < r < n + 1 and 0 < t < n, and 
set fnrl = 5i,+l . We note that such an intger i,+l exists, for otherwise, if 
d1 = (sr ... s,+r)p” then d,[f” E D[[,““,..., [:“I for each j > i, . But each ti is 
integral over D, so D[.$‘“,..., (,““I is a fractional ideal of D; that is, there exists 
$ in D* such that d,D[[f”,..., Eg”] CD. Therefore, d,d$‘” E D for each j > i, . 
If we choose d3 in D* such that d&p” E D for 1 <j < iG and set d = d,d,d, 
then d.$‘” E D for each j, contrary to our assumption on the set {&),Tr . Now 
consider the subset {EC}& of J and let d, m, and M be as in Theorem 1.3; thus, 
d,$” E D[tl”“,..., [ip_n;] for each i. Suppose that d divides an element of S-say 
sk = rd. Then clearly s,.$” E D[lF”,..., [i”_“,] for each i. But this is not the case 
for i > max{k, m + I}, so (iii) holds. 
THEOREM 2.4. If the quotient jield K of D is countably generated over D, then 
conditions (a)-(e) of (B) are equivalent for each overring J of D. 
Proof. Suppose that K = D[{&}&], let di in D* be such that d,ti E D, and 
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let S be the countable, multiplicative subsemigroup of D generated by the set 
{d2}& . For each x in K there exists s in S such that sx E D. It follows that for 
each d in D* there exists s in S such that d divides s. The theorem now follows 
from Proposition 2.3. 
We initially proved Theorem 2.4 with the hypothesis being that D was count- 
able. Gilmer pointed out that the proof given in that case actually proved the 
present, more general result. Theorem 2.4 implies, for example, that conditions 
(a)-(e) of (B) are equivalent for any domain with only countably many minimal 
prime ideals (that is, assuming that each prime ideal contains a nonzero minimal 
prime ideal). 
THEOREM 2.5. If D is Noetherian then conditions (a)-(e) of (B) are equiflalent 
fog each oven&g 1 of D. 
Proof. Let J be an overring of D such that tr.d.(J[XJ//D[m) < CO and let 
{ ti}L1 be a subset of J. We wish to find d in D * and a nonnegative integer m such 
that df:” E D for each Zz. By Lemma 1.4 there exists d in D* and nonnegative 
integers llz and M such that, in the notation of Lemma 1.4, dhk(M)flm E D for 
each k. Thus, for each nonnegative integer i we can choose a sequence {vii}jm,i 
of positive integers such that vij is the smallest positive integer with the property 
that &u,$‘“‘i E D. If 0 < Y < s, then dv~j~S-‘$“is = (dvr$~~“)pS’-’ E D, so we 
see that vrj < p~-‘+v,~ . If for any i, the sequence {vii}jm,i is bounded-say by v- 
then we are finished since &,E”‘” E D for each k. We show that this is necessarily 
the case. If it is not, then we can choose a sequence {nlc}& of positive integers 
such that for each k, tiL = vkj, > @kh,(k) and where j, > j,-, for each k > 1. 
If we set & = efkT, then by Lemma 1.4 there exists b in D* and nonnegative 
integers Y and N such that bhk(N)tz’ E D for each k. Therefore, we can write 
[{’ = aklbnlk = [~L~‘r, = cli/d%, where mk < h,(N) and ak , ck ED. It follows 
that a, E (bmi: d%). 
Since (6: di) C (b: di+l) for each i, and since D is Noetherian, there exists a 
positive integer I such that (b: dz) = (b: dz+i) for each i > 0. We now show that 
for any integer t 3 1, (bt: d’l) = (bt: dtz+i) for each i > 0. Thus, suppose that 
t > 1 and that (bt-l: dzft-l)) = (bt-l: d’ft-l)+“) for each i 3 0. If x E (bt: dtl+i) 
then there existsy E D such that xd tz+i = ybt. But (bt: dtZ+i) C (b: dtZ+i) = (b: dl), 
so there exists z in D such that xd’ = zb. Therefore, ybt = xdtz+i = xdzd(t-l)l+” 
= ,&d(t-l)z’-i and it follows that z E (bt-1: d(t-l)z+i) = (bt-1: d(t-1)“). We now 
have xdlf = xdzd(t-l)z = xbd(“+” E b(bf-I) = (bt); that is, x E (bt: dzt) as we 
wished to show. 
If we choose k > max{N, I, Y}, then v~~,P~:-~ 3 vlij = nk > pkkh,(k) > 
p”+Zh,(N), so vrj, > Zh,(N) 3 Em, . Consequently, ak E (bl”:: d+jh) = (bmk: d@), 
say a,Cd Ini~ = ubb”a where u E D. This implies that [:rf’ = li’ = ak/bmk = 
u/dznLl, where Em, < v,~, contrary to the choice of vrj, . WC conclude that condi- 
tion (a) of (B) is satisfied. 
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The following corollaries are immediate from Proposition 2.2 and Theorems 
2.4 and 2.5. 
COROLLARY 2.6. Suppose that K is Jinitely generated over D, OY that D is 
Noetherian. If D has characteristic zero, then (l)-(5) of (A) are equivalent for 
each overring J of D. 
COROLLARY 2.7. Suppose that K is $nitely generated over D, or that D is 
Noetherian. If J = D[f, ,..., &I, where f1 ,..., &, E K, then (l)-(5) of (A) are 
equivalent o the condition that each & is almost integral over D. 
We note that in case D is Noetherian, Corollary 2.7 also follows from Proposi- 
tion 1.8. 
If J is an overring of D such that Ji[m and D[Xg have the same quotient 
field (that is, (3) of (A) holds) then it is straightforward to see that in Theorem 1.3 
we can take m = 0 and M = 1. Thus, the proof of Proposition 2.3, with appro- 
priate modifications, shows that either J satisfied (1) of (A) or for each countable 
subset S of D* there exists a subset {&}T=“=, of J such that if d, m, and M are as in 
Theorem 1.3 with m = 0 and M = 1, then d divides no element of S. As in the 
proof of Theorem 2.4, this gives the following result. 
COROLLARY 2.8. If the quotient field K of D is countably generated over D, 
then conditions (l)-(3) of (A) are equivalent for each overring J of D. 
COROLLARY 2.9. If D is Noetherian, then for each overring J of D, conditions 
(l)-(3) of (A) are equivalent o the condition that J is$nitely generated as a module 
over D. 
Proof. As above, in this case the proof of Theorem 2.5 simplifies to yield 
the equivalence of (l)-(3) of (A). It is straightforward to see that (1) is equivalent 
to the condition that J is finitely generated as a D-module. 
3. A PROOF OF THEOREM 1.3 
Our approach in proving Theorem 1.3 is a s follows. Let J be an overring 
of D and suppose that tr.d.( J[Kj/D[a) < co. For a sequence {&)& of elements 
of J, we shall define a family {gi}yE1 of power series in D[{&}&] [X] and then 
assume that this family of power series is algebraically dependent over Dia. 
In the resulting algebraic equation we shall examine the coefficients of selected 
powers of X in order to obtain equations of the form d[Ern - fK(&fm,..., tErl) = 0, 
where din D* is independent of k. Coefficients which seem to have the required 
form are easy to find; our primary difIicuhy is in finding coefficients in which 
we can illustrate that the d which arises is nonzero. Our next result, Lemma 3.1, 
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is the key result in this direction. In it, we examine a simplified algebraic 
expression g(X) = u,(X) + a,(X)f(X) + .*. + a,(X)f(X)“, where the ai 
andf are power series that are defined as follows: Let (yki}LO, 0 < K < n, and 
{.z~}~=, be collections of indeterminates over D and let {v~},& be a sequence of 
integers such that Y,, = 0 and vk > A(1 + C:i’, vi) for K > 1. We definef(X) = 
~~!s ziXVc (where z, = 1) and for 0 < k < n we set uk(X) = CzTOyrciXi. Our 
goal in Lemma 3.1 is to describe the coefficients of certain powers of X in the 
expression g(X). The powers of X are chosen as follows: Let h be a nonnegative 
integer (in the context of the proof of Theorem 1.3, h will be the order of u,(X)) 
and let O=K,<K,<... < K, be a sequence of integers such that li, > 
max{n, A}. (The integer n, used twice in the previous sentence, coincides with the 
integer n introduced in the expression g(X).) We shall describe the coefficient of 
X%+v~l+“‘+v~,+h in g(X). In the statement and proof of Lemma 3.1 we use the 
following notation. For 0 <j < n, pj = vlcO + *.* + vkj . If h(X) = Et& CQX~ E
R[XJ for some integral domain R, then the order of h, wrrtten o(h), is the smallest 
integer K such that C+ # 0. If h is a polynomial, we denote the degree of h by 
deg h. For each integer K > 0, we set Uk) = Cr=, oliXi. One exception to this 
notation is that the truncation ‘&a xix”’ of f(X) will be denoted by fk: rather 
than by f (“k). 
LEMMA 3.1. Ifg(X) ’ dJi d 2s e ne as above, then the coe~cie9zt of X”n+* in g(X) 
determines polynomials {cJQ}~=,, and {I,$}:;: that satisfy the following conditions: 
(1) In g(X) the coeficient of X u*+~ is vn and for 0 < m < n, q+,+I = 
%nzk,,,+, + hn * 
(2) For 0 < m < n, qua is independent of the choice of k,,, ,..., k, . 
(3) For 0 < m < n, z,bnz is a polynomial in D[{yei 1 0 < i < n, 0 <j < 
tLm+l+ 8, xl~**-, zkm+,-l ] which has total degree one in the yij and total degree 
not greater than n in the xi . 
(4) v. = n!ynA . 
Proof. In proving the lemma we first consider each of the terms asfS of g(X), 
where 0 < s < n. In particular, we show that the coefficient of Xun+l in asf 
determines polynomials {p)si>yzEn-s and {$SJ~:~-, that satisfy the following con- 
ditions: 
(1’) In uSf” the coefficient of XunfA is vsn and for n - s < m < n, 
%m+1 = %mzk,,, + ‘rL.m . 
(2’) For n - s < m < n, vsrn is independent of the choice of k,,, ,..., k, . 
(3’) For n - s < m < n, #Ssm E D[{yS$‘~;l+A, z, ,..., zkm+,-r] has total 
degree one in the ySj and total degree not more than n in the zi . 
(4’) Pm-8 = S!Y s,Un _ ,+A; in particular, if s = n then v,,e = n!y,,+ .
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For s = 0 we have v,,, =~a,@,+,,; thus we hereafter assume that 1 < s < n. 
In our proof, the following result will be useful. 
(3.2) If r and s are integers such that s > Y > max{n, A}, then we can write 
fs” =fT” + g, + nGW,n-1 + h, 
where o(k) 3 vs + v,+~ > h + vs + CT 2=o vi and where either g, = 0 (;fr = s - 1) 
or o(gJ 3 v,+~ > nv, = degf,” and degg, = nvSel < vs . 
The proof of (3.2) is by induction on n. Recall thatf, = ~~=, zixY*. The result 
is clear for n = 1; namely, fS = fr + gj + xSxYs + hi , where gi = C&f+, xixYi 
(gz = 0 if r = s - 1) and h: = 0. N ow assume that n > 1 and that f ,“-I = 
f :-’ + g,” -+ (n - 1) z~X~S~:-~ + hi, where o(h’,‘) 3 vS + v,+r and where either 
ga = 0 or o(g:) > v,+i and degg: = (n - 1) v,-~ . Then it is straightforward to 
see that fSQ = f zM1fS has the desired form, where g, = gifr + g:f :-’ + g:gI and 
h, = hlfs + (n - 1) xSXvgf:-2(gi + zSXys) + g!&xYs. Finally, we note that the 
inequalities vS + v?+r > X + vS + xl=, vi , v,+~ > nv, , and nv,-, < vS follow 
from the fact that vk > k( 1 + ~~~~ vi) and from the assumption that s > r > 
max(n, h}. This completes the proof of (3.2). 
Recall that 0 = k, < k, < ... < k, is a sequence of integers such that 
k, > max{n, X} and pj = vkO + ... + vk, for 0 <i < n. Now vk,+r > TV* + X, 
so in determining the coefficient ysn of XG~+~ in a,f S, where 1 < s < n, it 
suffices to consider a~n+“lf~ ; that is, vSn is also the coefficient of X~nf~ in 
ajom+A)fi . Th’ b is o servation Is the first step 
the coef?icient of X&m+’ in the expression 
in an inductive proof that vSm. is 
aSfA)[(s!/(s - n + m)!) fj-$+m]. s (*) 
We have just observed that this is the case when m = n. We now assume that 
vsm is the coefficient of X(U~+~) in (*) for some m, n - s < m < n, and determine 
9km-1. Applying (3.2) we can write f iW--la+m. = fi;-,“_:” + gkm + (s - n + m) x 
zk,XvRmf ii,‘“:“-’ + hkm where o(hk,) > h + vk, + C&l Iti >, pcLm + h and 
where deg gkm < vk, if gkm # 0. Making this substitution for f i;n+m 
in (*), we may write (*) in the form G(X) + H(X), where G(X) = 
arm+A)[(s!/(s - n + m)!) (f ii”:” + gkm)] and H(X) = apm+“‘[(s!/(s - n + m - 
l)!) Zk,x%f ;,‘“:“-’ + (s!/(s - n + m)!) hk,]. But the coefficient, psn , of 
Xum+A in G(X) + H(X) is the same as the coefficient of X“m+A in G(X) + H,(X), 
where H,(X) = apm-l+‘)[(s!/(s - n + m - l)!) * zk,X%f ii:,‘“-‘]. Thus, ~~~ 
- %,m-lZk,,, + v&n-l ! where ?s,m--l~k, is the coefficient of Xum+l in HI(X) and 
&,-r is the coefficient of X@m+/\ in G(X). In particular, condition (1’) is satisfied. 
Furthermore, vS,+i is the coefficient of XU~+*-“%,, = X@m-l+A in Hl(X)/zlc XV’, 
= a’,“-l+^‘[(s!/(s - n + m - l)!) f i;T:“-‘], so by induction vSrn is the coeffimcient 
of X(um+A) in the expression (*) for s - n < m < n. Clearly, then, pSm is inde- 
pendent of the choice of k,+l ,..., k,; that is, condition (2’) is satisfied. If m = 
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n - S, then (*) becomes s!u~~-s+‘), so v)s,n-s = ~!y~,+-,+~ and (4’) is satisfied. We 
have seen above that if n - s < m < n, then $,,,-i is the coefficient of XJ++~ 
in G(X). Consequently, #S,m--l is a polynomial in D[{y,,j}‘$] [zi ,..., zke,-J 
which has total degree one in the yS,j and has total degree not more than n in the 
zi . Thus, we have obtained polynomials {~Si}~=,-, and {z,&}~=~-~ which satisfy 
conditions (l’)-(4). 
For 0 < m < n, we set vrn = x,“=,_, ~~~ and for 0 < m < n - 1 we set 
lcrnL = ZrZz-, ~4, + (n - m - l)! Y~-~-~,~,,,+~ . The polynomials {P&‘L~ and 
(&}&j certainly satisfy conditions (2)-(4) of the lemma. It is also clear that in 
g(X) = a, + a,f + ... + anfa the coefficient vn of X@nfA is given by y, = 
Cy=, vsn . Furthermore, for0 < m < n, yrnll = C~sn--m-l q~,~+~ = vn-m-l,m+l 
+ c,“_ n-m(VsmZk m+l + ksnJ = (CL,hJ ok,+, + CL-, Am + (n - w-2 -
1Y Yn-m-l,u,+l +A = %?k, + ?h 9 so condition (1) of the lemma is satisfied. 
This completes the proof of Lemma 2.7. 
COROLLARY 3.3. Let J = D[{&}~l] b e an overring of D and suppose that in 
J[Xj we have an algebraic relation a,(X) + al(X) f (X) + ... -k a,(X) f “(X) = 0 
in which the following conditions are satis$ed: 
(1) f(X) = 1 + C,?, &X”i where {v,}Z~_~ is a sequence of positive integers 
such that Ye,. > k( 1 + &; vi) for each k > 1. 
(2) For each s, 0 < s < n, a,(X) = CLOy,Y,jXj where for each j, yS,j is in J 
with total degree not more than N in the ti . 
(3) The order of a,(X) is A; in particular, ynn # 0. 
(4) There exists a positive integer 1 such that for each sequence k, < k, < 
... < k,, of positive integers with 1 < m < n and k, > 1, we have yS,j E D[f, ,..., 
~~,~,]forO~~~<nandO~j~v~~+~~~+v,~+X. 
(5) The characteristic of D does not divide n! 
Then there exists d in D* such that for each k, df, is a polynomial in 
DE-, I...> [b_,] with total degree not more than n + N in E, ,..,, [k-l . 
Proof. Let Y denote the set of all sequences {ki}rz=, of positive integers such 
that max{h,n,Z} <k, < ... <k,. For 0 in .Y we denote by {~O,i}~z=o and 
{$J~,~}~$ the collection of polynomials obtained (as in Lemma 3.1) by considering 
the coefficient of Xv*l+“‘+vkn+A in the expression a,, + a,f + ... + anfn. This 
coefficient is zero, so for each (T in P’ we have yO,n = 0. On the other hand, 
v0,0 = n!y,,, # 0 for any 0 in Y. Thus, there exists a largest integer m, 0 < 
m ,( n - 1, for which there is a sequence u0 = (kio}~=“=, in Y such that vo,.m. # 0. 
By (2) of Lemma 3.1 T~,,~ is independent of the choice of kk,, ,..., k,O; that is, 
if (5 = {klo,..., k,O, kmfl ... k,} E Y then yO,m. = F~,,~ # 0. Moreover, by choice 
of m, 937,i = 0 for m + 1 < i < n. If t is an integer such that t > kmo, we may 
choose 0 so that k,+l = t. By (1) of Lemma 3.1 we have 0 = ~)~,~+r = v,,,&+ 
481/57/r-13 
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+ *on = PO,:& f *,,m . By (3) of Lemma 3.1, #o,m. is a polynomial in 
D[{rii 1 0 d 2 < n, 0 <j < vk10 + ... + vkm+l + A] [5, ,..., ft-J, which has 
total degree one in the yij and has total degree not more than n in the ti . It 
follows from assumptions (2) and (4) of the corollary that #,,, is a polynomial 
in D[t, ,..., ft-r] with total degree not more than n + N in 6, ,..., St-i . Now 
vO,+ E ] so there exists dI in D* such that d,y+, E D. If we choose d, in D* 
such that d,[, E D for t ,< k,O, then d = dzdIpOO,m. is the required element of D. 
Proof of Theorem 3.1. Let J be an overring of D such that tr.d.(J[m/D[xl]) < 
cc and let {&)Er be a sequence of elements of J. We define a sequence {gi}yZ1 
of elements in Jim by gi = 1 + CTV( &X w where we define the set {pij / j 3 1, 
1 < i <j} of positive integers as follows. We take pii > 1 and, assuming that 
pii has been defined for each j < n and 1 < i <j, we then take pin > 
n(1 + &n,icj pii). For 1 < i < n we set pin = C,“=,-, pipl,i . For a fixed i, 
the sequence {pij}zl has the property that for each positive integer k > 1, 
pik > prk > k(l + ~~~~~ pii); that is, the sequence (&i}jm_i satisfies the condition 
described in (1) of Corollary 3.3. Also, for each positive integer k, we have 
2Pilc > pik + k(1 + z,i<k,i<j &i) >, prk + c%: ~~~E~ pij and by straightforward 
computation we see that this last expression equals pc,,, + CFlt zfIil pij for 
each s < k. In particular, if s > 1, then 2pik > Cj”=, pL,,? . 
Since the set {gi}TE1 is algebraically dependent over D[im, we can choose a 
smallest subset {g,, ,..., g,,} for which there exists a nonzero polynomial 
G( Y1 ,..., Y,) in D[X] [Yi ,..., Y,] such that G(gtl ,..., gt,) = 0. Further, we can 
choose G to be the polynomial of smallest total degree which satisfies this 
property. Let p be the characteristic of D if D has nonzero characteristic; 
otherwise, let p = 1, For each i, 1 < i < Y, let 7i be the largest nonnegative 
integer such that G is a polynomial in Y,T” (take 7i = 1 ifp = 1) and let I be the 
least positive integer, 1 < I < Y, such that r = or = miniGi+.{7i}. Thus, we 
may write G(Y, ,..., Yr) = H(Y,p’+‘,. ., YFJ:l, YfT, Y$ ,..., YF’). We wish to 
write this last expression as a polynomial in YF’, but we first note that if p > 1 
then for each positive integer n we can write (YFT)” = (YFT)pn+s = 
(Y:‘+‘)‘J (YFT)“‘)“, where 0 < s < p. It follows that we can write G(Y, ,..., Y,) = 
a, + a,Y,PT + ... + a,(Yp where each ui is in D[X’J [Y,“‘“,..., Yr!;‘, Yp’“, 
Y& ,..., Yr”‘] and where n < p if p > 1. Moreover, the assumptions on G 
imply that a,(g,* ,..., 
z3& Ij=%A 
gt,) # 0. To simplify notation, set fi = gcT = 1 + 
where & = .$j”‘. Further, taking f = ft , we have f = 1 + 
c,“_,, [jXyp, where vj = rt~~,,~ , and, as we have seen, we can write G(g,, ,..., gt,) 
= a, + aJ + ... + anfn where now each a, is in D[X’J [fir,..., f L1, fLp, 
f 1+1 ,..., fv]. We prove that conditions (l)-(5) of Corollary 3.3 are satisfied. Since 
D either has characteristic zero or D has characteristic p # 0 and p < n, con- 
dition (5) is clearly satisfied. Also, we have already observed that a, # 0, SO 
setting h = o(a,) we have satisfied condition (3). By a straightforward calcula- 
tion (1) is satisfied. If G has total degree N when considered as a polynomial 
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in Yl”‘,..., Y,“‘, then for 0 < s < n we can write a,(X) = CrcoySjXj, where 
ysi E D[(&}Ei] has total degree not more than N in the ci . Thus, condition (2) 
is satisfied. To see that condition (4) is satisfied, choose a sequence K, < K, < 
... < k, (1 ,< m < n) of positive integers such that R, > max(/\, n, t,}. For 
0 < s < n, we examine the coefficients ysj , where 0 <j < ykl + ... + vls, + A. 
We have observed that each a, is in D[m [fi”,...,fi”,fi+i ,...,f,]-say a, = 
FS(flP ,...,fiP,fi+l ,.**, fr). We show that in determining the coefficient of Xj in 
a, for 0 <j < vkl + ... + vlc, + h that it suffices to replace fi in Fs(fi*,..., 
fi8,fi+l ,-,fJ with f 6 t&,-l), where we take f ~ti.~m-l) = 1 + XT:<’ &XD~@~,~. 
Now I > 1 only if p > 1, so for i < I a, is expressed in terms of fi” = 
1 + C,“_,, SjpXpTil% and PT%~~, 2 2P71-9~~~ 3 P~LG, > pQfEf, t+) > 
y(c;, pt,kj) > x + vkl + .” + vk, . Likewise, ag is expressed in terms of 
fi” = f p = I + -g,, LyX9VJ and, since condition (1) is satisfied, pv,; > 
2~,~~>v,_+k,(l+C~~~‘yi)2-X+v,.~t...+v, .(WenotethatifpLl 
then f = fL = fi does not appear in a, = F,? .) Fizally, for 1 L 1 < i < Y, 
fi = 1 + cLti 5J1’7Ut,j and p%t$, 
p7(~~0Cltlkj)~h+Vkl~..‘+Vk . 
= j?&:t.-l pt.-lj) 3 &t,, pt -1 ki.) >, 
a, = Fdfip,...,fip,f~+l ,...,fr) with 4: 
Since each fia can thus be replaced in 
f,,~ml) 
forO<j<vkl+ 
it follows that ysj E D[<, ,..., ck,-i] 
... + vk, + h. This shows that condition (4) of Corollary 3.3 
is satisfied, so by the corollary there exists d in D* such that for each positive 
integer k, d<, is a polynomial in D[& ,..., Z;,_r] with total degree not more than 
n + N. But & = ST’, so Theorem 1.3 follows with m = 7 and ill = n + N. 
4. EXAMPLES 
We have shown in Theorem 2.5 and Corollary 2.9 that if D is Noetherian, 
then for each overring J of D conditions (a)-(e) of(B) are equivalent and condi- 
tions (l)-(3) of (A) are equivalent. It is natural to ask whether, in this case, 
(l)-(5) of (A) are actually equivalent. The following example shows that this 
not the case. 
EXAMPLE 4.1. An overring 1 of a Noetherian domain D such that J[a 
is algebraic over D[Xl but /[[Xl and D[Xj d o not have the same quotient field. 
If D is Noetherian and if J is an overring of D such that D[Xj and J[a have 
that same quotient field, then by Corollary 2.9 J is a finitely generated D-module. 
Thus, if D has characteristic p # 0 and if J is an overring of D such that J” 2 D 
but is not finitely generated as a D-module, then J is the required example. Such 
examples are given in [6, Examples 3, 51. 
EXAMPLE 4.2. An integral domain D and an overring J of D such that J is 
integral over D, yet tr.d.( J[~/D[i~) is infinite. 
Set D = F[t, {SW 1 m > -k2, k E Z}], where s and t are indeterminates over 
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the field F, and let J be the integral closure of D. The domain D is discussed in 
[2], where it is shown that nf, tnD = (0). Thus, by Theorem 1.10, 
tr.d.(D[l/t] [Xj/D[Xj) = 00. If the subset {ai)& of D[l/t] [Xl is algebraically 
independent over D[Xg, then so is the set {sai}i”_r . But sD[ l/t] C Jsince (St-“)” = 
skt-“’ E D. Therefore, tr.d.( J[a/D[Xjj) is infinite. 
In studying the polynomial ring D[X], ‘t 1 is frequently beneficial to consider 
the relationship between D[x] and J[X], where J is an overring of D. For 
example, the relationship between D[X] and K[X] is of primary importance in 
studying the prime ideal structure of D[X]. The results and examples of this 
paper illustrate how completely this technique fails for power series rings. Our 
final example goes one step further by illustrating that even when condition (1) 
of (A) is satisfied, drastically different things can happen to J[Xj and D[Xjl. 
EXAMPLE 4.3. An integral domain D and an overring J of D that has the 
following properties: 
(i) J is integral over D. 
(ii) The conductor D in J is nonzero; in particular, J[X] C D[[miD* .
(iii) Dim D[Xn = 3 while dim J[Xj = 00. 
Let 2 denote the ring of integers and let K be a field such that the integral 
closure Z of Z in K is an almost Dedekind domain that is not Dedekind [5, 
p. 5861. If 77 = K + M is a rank one discrete valuation ring with maximal 
ideal M, and if we set D = Z + M, then J = Z + M is the integral closure of 
D [5, Appendix 2, Theorem A]. For each m E M, m J G D, so (i) and (ii) are 
satisfied. It follows from [l, Example 21 that dim /[Xl = co. Thus, we need to 
show that dim D[Xj = 3. Since mV[Xn C D[IXj for each m E M, it follows that 
(uvnb* = (wfnb* >and hence, dim(D[Xjj),, = 1. Therefore, if (0) C Qi C Q2 
is a chain of prime ideals in D[Xn, then Qa n D # (0); that is, MC Qa n D. 
If M = m V, then M2 _C mD C M, so by [I, Theorem 11, MUX] = rad(MD[Xn) C 
Qa . If rank M[Xj > 1 in D[Xn then there exists a prime ideal Q of V[jX] such 
that Q n D[Xg C M[Xj (since (V[X],, = (D[Xj),*). Since M[m is minimal 
in V[Xj, there exists h(X) = cr=, a,Xi EQ - MUX]. Let Y be the smallest 
positive integer such that a, $ M, and suppose, without loss of generality, that 
a, = 1. Then U(X) = CT=“=, aYiiXi is a unit of V[Xg and h(X) u(X)-l = 
(Cl:: u,Xi) (u(X’-l) + Xr EQ n D[XJJ, SO Q n D[Xn g MUX& It follows that 
M[m is minimal in D[X], so M[m C Q2 . Since D[lXj/M[im E Z[x]l we have 
dim D[X’j = 3. 
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